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RESIDENTIAL BUDGET CONCEPTS 2014 


      
Sector: Residential  
Lead: Diane Ferington  
 
 
Sector Overview  
Energy Trust’s Residential Sector provides energy efficiency services and financial incentives to 
residential consumers. Primary sector activity is accomplished through two Program 
Management Contracts (PMC), New Homes and Products (NH&P) Program and Existing 
Homes (EH).  In addition to PMC activity the sector delivers energy savings through pilot efforts 
and work with Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance on market transformation savings.  


 
2014 Sector Themes and Key Directions  
There has been significant and steady growth in the residential sector over the past four years, 
with electric and gas savings increasing by 89% and 105%, respectively, during that time 
period.  Despite this impressive growth, it is important to acknowledge that program staff 
expects to see savings start to level off over the next few years.  In fact, it will take significant 
innovation in program designs, as well as the continued growth of emerging technologies, in 
order to maintain the current savings levels.   


The primary objective of the Residential Sector is to make investments in program design that 
will deliver cost effective savings.  This is accomplished through services and financial 
incentives that enable customer to invest in energy efficacy projects. Themes to achieve 
savings in 2014 and lay the foundation for 2015 will focus on:  


• Making it easy for customers to participate  


• Innovative program design 


• Targeted communications bringing the right offer to consumers (geography, usage, past 
participation) 


• Leveraging partnerships with third-party organizations and market participants 


• Developing program and administrative efficiencies 


 
2012 Recap  
Overall, the Residential Sector had a successful 2012 delivering savings from a variety of 
programs and offerings this mixed portfolio approach is key to continued healthy savings growth 
for the sector. 
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Sector Savings - Electric  


 


Sector Savings – Gas 


 


Existing Homes  


2012 savings success came from three main segments for Existing Homes  


• Prescriptive track measure installations, including weatherization 


o This track served more than 15,000 customers in 2012 and expects to serve 
around 13,000 in 2013 


• Instant savings measures (lighting, aerators and showerheads) 


o Contractor install, Home Energy Review install or an Energy Saver Kit 


o 48,000 customers received instant savings measures in 2012. By design fewer 
kits will be delivered in 2013 


• Whole home savings through Home Performance with ENERGY STAR track (includes 
Clean Energy Works projects).  
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• The other areas of savings include manufactured homes duct sealing, savings from solar 
thermal installations and Opower.  


New Homes  


Overall, 2012 was a successful year for the New Homes Program - housing starts in Oregon 
were up over 35% from 2011 to 2012 and significant growth is expected in the next couple of 
years.   


• Increase market share of EPS homes from 20% in 2011 to 25% in 2012.  


o Despite increasing energy codes, the program was able to complete more than 
1,300 homes receiving an EPS score - twice the goal of 650 homes.  


Products  


Lighting savings fell short of goals in 2012 due to a number of factors, including the market 
transition of CFLs to LEDs.  The result of this transition is a net reduction in lighting savings due 
to fewer program supported CFLs being available.   


• A recent lighting shelf survey (Oregon by KEMA) shows that the number of CFLs 
available in stores decreased by 25% from 2011 to 2012, while the number of LEDs 
products available increased by 15%.  


 
2013 Current Situation / Market Conditions  
Basic program designs from 2012 continued into 2013 for the major programs.  
Behavioral savings efforts moved to testing persistence for the effort with NWN and 
PGE.  A test of behavioral savings for high users in Pacific Power territory will be 
launched later in 2013.  The challenges for lighting continued in 2013 and, unless an 
effort to reach the LED market is launched, this will mean a continued fall in savings in 
this segment. 


Existing Homes 


The contract rebid process of 2012 resulted in a new PMC implementing the Existing Homes 
program in 2013. Fluid assumed program operation in Q1 and CSG concluded PMC services 
after closing out the 2012 budget year in January.  


.  


Fluid has added the following elements in 2013 to set the stage for 2014: 


• Created and integrated IT systems to capture program data and establish integration 
with our CRM and tracing systems. 


• Launched an outreach strategy specific to Pendleton, Ontario and eastern Oregon 
territories.  
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• Began designing a quality management framework for contractors to better reinforce 
consistent project installation standards.   


New Homes 


As the new construction market continues its rebound New Homes is identifying ways to 
streamline program participation with improved systems and processes, making the program 
more scalable. The program wrapped up a successful air sealing pilot with subcontractors and 
made this a new standalone measure part of the standard program offerings. In addition, the 
program continues to leverage existing infrastructure such as regional training entities and 
existing rating companies, as well as key stakeholders such as OHBA, NEEA, Earth Advantage, 
and ODOE.  


Products  


New refrigerators & freezers, clothes washers, lighting and refrigerator recycling continue to 
drive savings.  


As appliance efficiency baselines continue to increase the program is seeking more cost 
effective ways to work with retailers other than the traditional mail in rebates. Innovative retail 
program designs being tested in 2013 include,  


• On-line and instant rebates with Sears 


• Retailer midstream pay for performance program design “Market Lift” 


• Consumer electronics product category pilot 


• These new and innovative retail program designs offer the benefit of improving the 
customer experience, reducing program administration costs, removing up front cost 
barriers, and strengthening retailer relationships.  


• Innovative third party relationships - partnering with Oregon Food Bank for refrigerator 
recycling – offering consumers the opportunity to donate their $40 incentive to Oregon 
Food Bank.  


2014 Key Actions and Initiatives  
Leveraging relationships with market actors for effective collaborations to advance industry 
codes, transform home energy use and bring innovations in retail products are important 
themes that will require greater investments in delivery.  


New Homes 


With the rebound in new home construction the program is targeting a goal of 20-25 percent 
market share of EPS homes built within Energy Trust territory. New Homes activities will 
continue to utilize market actors for program activities.   


• Leveraging NEEA’s NW Energy Star New Homes and Next Step programs as well as 
the network of independent verifiers.  
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• Continue to make it easier to enroll program homes by leveraging NEEAs verifier portal 
to allow automatic generation of EPS and continue to refine it so there are efficiencies in 
data processing and reporting.  


• Based on the success of the air sealing pilot the program will continue to identify and 
test new ways to work with subcontractors to drive additional energy savings. 


• Setting the stage for energy code improvements over the next 15-20 years - work with 
NEEA, OHBA, and other industry stakeholders to identify cost effective strategies to 
reduce the energy consumption in new homes.   


o Goal: submit a joint proposal to Building Codes Division for the 2015 energy code 
update.  


o Energy Trust and NEEAs will support builders with training and incentives in 
order to prepare for upcoming energy code changes. 


• Continue to increase homebuyer awareness, understanding, and purchase of EPS 
homes. 


To support higher standards beyond ENERGY STAR for manufactured homes, the program is 
collaborating with Bonneville Power Administration, NEEA and other regional stakeholders to 
work with manufacturers to incorporate the High Performance Manufactured Homes 
specification1 into their manufacturing processes. Energy Trust is planning on providing retailer 
incentives for inclusion of ductless heat pumps and heat pump water heaters as a way to 
support the adoption of these measures. 


Products 


Even though savings for major appliances are decreasing and new Federal lighting 
manufacturing minimum efficiency standards (EISA) are reducing deemed savings for lighting 
measures there are still significant opportunities to increase savings acquired through retail 
channels by changing the way we work with retailers. The products program will continue to 
build upon the innovative retail program designs being tested in 2013.  Where proven effective, 
these strategies will continue to be rolled out to more retailers for an increasing variety of 
products, including online sales.    


• Increase retail field services and general retail support in order to better leverage this 
opportunity - Evaluation results consistently point towards the sales associate being one 
of the most influential aspects of their decision to purchase energy efficient options.   


• Market lift concepts piloted in 2013 are expanding to consumer electronics and the 
program is exploring the “whole store” as part of NEEA’s retail collaborative 


• Expand online and instant incentives to additional retailers 


                                                           
1 This specification is similar to Energy Star with an improved shell, a ductless heat pump, and heat pump water 
heater.  
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• LED lighting offerings will expand  as equipment performance improves, with a focus on 
consumer education. Specialty CFLs will continue by targeting appropriate channels for 
distribution 


• Coordination with community action programs to provide energy saving products for 
distribution of their clients (food pantries and PGE Community offices) 


A key component of retail offerings is coordination with retailers, reducing the need for a retailer 
to work with hundreds of energy efficiency programs to offer incentive qualifying products to 
their shoppers.  To this extent Energy Trust is actively working with the North West Regional 
Retail Collaborative and the Western Regional Utility Network2 (WRUN) to leverage the 
collective strengths of NW and CA utilities.   


• In 2014 Energy Trust will continue to work with these groups to align on efficiency 
standards, develop a framework to work with Amazon, leverage retailer’s contractor 
networks, develop consistent consumer messages, and continue to explore 
opportunities to pilot a “whole store” approach. 


Existing Homes 


A number of proposed program design innovations will continue to be rolled out  


• Equip Trade Allies with tools to aid them in quality management practices  


• Easier project data submission through electronic forms - reduces program 
administration and faster incentive payment 


• Improved customer engagement strategies through strategic customer targeting based 
on usage and demographic information.  


• Continued transition from savings reliance on kits while maintaining cost effective 
program savings 


• Expand savings penetration of key product categories  


• Reaching underserved populations through market based collaborations. (Reach 
communities / areas where Energy Trust gas territories overlap with public owned 
utilities). 


For gas weatherization projects, the focus will be on approaches to increase savings and 
reduce costs, given the decrease in gas avoided costs. 


• Energy Trust is developing a consumer facing tool to aid customers in better 
understanding the kind of savings related to specific weatherization measures.  


                                                           
2 WRUN is a collection of CA and NW utilities working together to leverage retail partnership in order to increase 
savings and reduce costs of retail programs. 
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o Customers will be able to enter variables from a contractor’s bid, like square feet 
of insulation, and see associated energy savings based on Energy Trust’s 
evaluated results. 


• Expansion of trade ally installed instant savings measures will aid in achieving cost 
effectiveness by maximizing the savings potential for this measure class.  


Ductless heat pumps will be a driver of savings with steady growth. The program will continue to  


• Leverage NEEAs field support services  


• Targeted outreach focusing on upgrading inefficient electric heating systems (housing 
characterization, promotions with electric utilities and existing mobile homes). 


Savings Within Reach (moderate income track), will undergo a redesign to serve these 
customers while maintaining program cost effectiveness goals.  


• A loan product in collaboration with Craft3, which includes on-bill repayment, no 
participant fees, and no upfront costs to the participant, is on track to launch in the fall of 
2013 for PAC, PGE and NWN customers. The program will be closely monitoring the 
uptake and success of this tool in enabling greater participation.  


EPS will continue to be evaluated as an Existing Homes tool for home owner education and 
efficiency in leading to project installation action.  


• We will be coordinating with ODOE as they write the administrative rules related to the 
recent signing of House Bill 2801.  


Energy Trust will continue to support real estate professionals through the Real Estate Ally 
network, with the goal of leveraging their interactions with home buyers and sellers to drive 
energy efficiency improvement.  


• Look to Real Estate Allies to raise awareness and understanding of EPS in the 
marketplace –leverage appraisers and home inspectors.  


o Provide seminars for Real Estate Allies - tying energy efficiency and renewable 
home improvements to increasing home value. 


A Lending Ally initiative will better incorporate lending products into options consumers have 
when making energy efficient improved to their homes.  


• Support Trade Ally groups utilizing lending products to increase customer follow through. 


• Lending products will also be integrated into customer engagement processes.  


Home Performance project volumes have grown significantly over the past four years, with 
much of that attributed to ARRA funded Clean Energy Works, however, total volumes in this 
area is about 1,750 projects in 2012 representing 3% of electric and 11% of gas of savings.  
Existing Homes will continue to depend on the market support and savings generated by the 
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Home Performance Guild and CEWO to drive growth in this segment.  We look 
forward to continuing collaboration that fosters a marketplace that supports successful, highly 
trained contractors.  


Water heating savings continue to be an important part of long term savings goals and will be a 
focused area of expansion.  


• Increase Energy Star gas tank water heaters installation through trade allies who 
increase penetration into the emergency replacement market.  


• Leverage NEEA’s efforts with manufacturers and installers to foster expanded growth in 
heat pump water heaters.  


Pilots and Tests 


Programs will continue to conduct pilots to test delivery strategies, investigate new technologies 
and better understand the best way to incorporate innovations into programs.  


• Continue to test prescriptive air and duct sealing approaches to determine results in 
energy savings.  


o Integrating initial impact results into program design enhancements, as 
information becomes available. 


• Energy Trust is continuing to work with Opower to deliver Personal Energy Reports to 
customers of PGE, NWN and Pacific Power. 


o The PGE/NWN effort launched in 2011 to 60,000 dual-fuel customers. The final 
reports to this group will be sent in January 2014, with no current intentions to 
continue reports to this group past this date.  


o The Pacific Power effort launched in 2013 to with reports to15,000 Pacific Power 
customers with higher-usage and electrically heated homes - first reports August 
2013.  


• NEST pilot currently in planning stages may lead to a follow-up NEST test on gas heated 
homes, and/or a second-stage evaluation to test NEST on heat pumps. 


2014 Anticipated Challenges  
• Clean Energy Works is transitioning from federal grant funding which may impact 


the number of sites served under the Home Performance track of the existing 
home program – impacting therm savings.  


• Balancing the development of new savings levers for the Existing Homes 
portfolio while transitioning away from energy saver kits savings requires 
discipline and strategy incorporating near and long term criteria. 


• Gas weatherization avoided costs have required the program to reduce 
incentives, eliminate measures, and change measure level requirements to the 
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point that fewer projects qualify. The program’s current goals to reduce project 
level costs and increase savings per measure will impact future decisions. 


• Heat pump water heater selection and availability on incentive qualifying units 
are limited. Existing Homes may need to explore other strategies to increase 
electric water heat savings. 


• Ductless heat pump average installed costs are close to the maximum to support 
TRC cost effectiveness test requirements.   


• We have limited experience using consumption data to target customer homes 
for priority measures.  


• Retailers are slow to move away from the traditional buy down incentive model. 
As savings from major appliances using the buy down model continues to decline 
new program design will need to be implemented at retail to continue to capture 
these savings. 


• With EISA coming into full effect and the LED market rapidly expanding the 
lighting market is in a period of transition and savings from CFLs are uncertain. 


• During 2014 there will be a re-compete of the New Homes and Products contract.  
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Sector: Industry & Agriculture     
Lead: Kim Crossman  
 


Sector Overview  
Energy Trust’s Industry and Agriculture Sector provides energy efficiency services and 
incentives to industrial and agricultural customers through a single program. Production 
Efficiency provides a diverse set of custom and streamlined offerings that have been designed 
to help these energy intensive and complex organizations achieve cost-effective savings on an 
ongoing basis.   


Launched in 2003, the program is designed and managed in-house, by Sector staff, since 2008, 
and is delivered with the support of a large number of contractors. PE is brought to market by 
six teams of Program Delivery Contractors (PDCs) with deep technical and program expertise, 
who make it easy for customers and trade allies to participate. Allied Technical Assistance 
Contractors (ATACs) provide high quality technical studies to enable investment decision 
making. Industrial Technical Service Providers (ITSPs) support the development of customer 
capacity to manage their own energy use and reduce energy waste in their operations, using 
energy information, Strategic Energy Management, and other comprehensive O&M approaches.  


 


2014 Sector Themes and Key Directions 


 
• Easy Access: Delivering efficiency  


o Smooth transition of new PDCs and territories for customers and stakeholders 


o Expanded outreach and custom services to small industries  


o Custom PDCs to promote opportunities for Trade Ally- delivered projects at 
customer sites, provide leads and encourage customer action 


o Develop or tune streamlined measures for Trade Allies to bring to market 


o Comprehensive approach to serving industrial new construction, with New 
Buildings program. 
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• Innovation: Bringing Strategic Energy Management (SEM) to scale for all sizes of 
industries 


o Finish testing SEM solution for small industries and transition out of pilot 


o Synthesize 2009-2013 Industrial Strategic Energy Management lessons learned, 
standardize tools and approaches, implement impeccably   


o Continue to recruit for new participants. Leverage peer to peer influence and 
promote SEM success stories 


o Support persistence and continuous improvement through ongoing engagement 
with sites practicing SEM 
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2012 Recap1 


Working Savings, Electric 2004-2012 


 
73 percent of electric savings in 2012 came from the Custom track (capital, O&M, SEM) while 
27 percent of savings came from streamlined tracks (lighting & small industrial). The 
diversification of offerings has helped the program round out its portfolio as the contribution of 
savings fluctuates between offerings. In 2012, the savings from a megaproject and increased 
savings from SEM compensated for decreased savings from custom capital, custom O&M and 
industrial lighting projects. 


The savings from strategic energy management engagements increased by nearly 50 percent in 
2012 with another successful industrial energy improvement (IEI) cohort as well as the first 
booking of savings from IEI maintenance and corporate SEM offerings.  


Industrial lighting savings almost doubled between 2009 and 2010, and the level of lighting 
savings was maintained in 2011 through deployment of the 2011 Fall Bonus. Although a greater 
majority of lighting projects took advantage of a bonus in 2012, a lower project volume and 
decreased savings per project resulted in a 26 percent drop in savings from 2011.  


                                                           
1 This section exerpted from the report “2012 Production Efficiency Trends: Measures, Markets and Sources of 
Savings”, published in May 2013 and posted at 
http://energytrust.org/library/meetings/cac/130501_CAC_Package.pdf 
 



http://energytrust.org/library/meetings/cac/130501_CAC_Package.pdf
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Working Savings, Gas 2009-2012 


 
• 57 percent of gas savings in 2012 came from the Custom track (capital, O&M, SEM) while 43 


percent of savings came from streamlined small industrial projects. This ratio has been 
consistent since 2010. 


• SEM continued to garner gas savings in 2012. Two 2011 Industrial Energy Improvement 
(IEI) participants were eligible for gas and their SEM implementation efforts brought in 9 
percent of total gas savings in 2012 which is roughly the same percentage as 2011. 


• There was a 31 percent decrease in gas savings from 2011 to 2012. It is the nature of 
natural gas outcomes to be heavily influenced by the shifting completion dates of a small 
number of big projects. In 2011, the program saw the completion of a few big projects that 
affected the savings. In 2012, a couple of large projects pushed at the last second from 2012 
to an expected completion in 2013. Small industrial, custom capital and SEM offerings saw 
30-40 percent decreases from 2011 while custom O&M savings doubled. 


 


2013 Current Situation / Market Conditions 
Many manufacturers are indicating that business is improving, and some are expanding 
capacity. In a recent survey of highly engaged participants in the program, 50% feel the 
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economic landscape has improved since last year. 41% said their executive teams are 
making more funds available for capital expenditures. There is optimism among many, 
and in the Portland area, manufacturing is largely credited with driving the economic 
recovery.2 But the recovery is not across the board. Industries in Southern and Eastern 
Oregon, especially forest products, still appear vulnerable and a few plants have closed 
this year.  


In most ways, the market is acting as expected and the program as a portfolio is being 
implemented and performing as planned in the 2013 Action Plan. As of midyear 2013, 
the program is on track to achieve annual savings goals. This indicates that this year’s 
primary strategy of “hold steady” on this mature custom program design is working3, the 
market accepts it and reinforces that we should continue with it through 2014/ 2015.  


SEM implementation is also on track and participation is strong, with 38 enrolled sites currently 
and 33 expected to book savings in 2013. SEM savings this year are expected to be on par with 
2012’s strong contribution. The development of some new SEM materials intended for 2013 will 
be delayed into 2014, while program staff is focused on time-sensitive competition of Custom 
PDC contracts in the first half of the year and ensuring smooth transition of territories and 
customer service in second half of the year. This delay in development should not impact 
recruitment for 2014 SEM participants, which is occurring now and on an ongoing basis.  


A multi-year trend of decreasing industrial lighting savings is being seen in mid-year 
2013 savings outcomes, which are running well behind target. The program is 
considering raising the custom incentives for cost-effective high bay lighting to bring into 
them alignment with PE custom non-lighting incentives and closer to the regional 
average incentives for lighting.  


Gas savings are up in 2013, primarily due to a few large projects that didn’t complete in 
2012 pushing into this year. Due to the smaller number of larger projects that typically 
make up the industrial gas savings, outcomes year by year continue to be “lumpy”. In 
Cascade Natural Gas territory, the program is on track to meet stretch goal within 
budget. In Northwest Natural territory, it is difficult to predict whether the savings will 
happen at sites paying public purpose charge or at sites eligible under the NWN 
Industrial DSM. As of mid-year 2013, we are getting more savings from smaller sites 


                                                           
2 Portland Business Journal, “Why Oregon’s Economy Continues Its Steady Growth,” Steve Barton, June 4, 2013, 
http://www.bizjournals.com/portland/news/2013/06/04/why-oregons-economy-continued-its.html  


3 Production Efficiency recently received external validation in the form of an ACEEE Exemplary Programs 
award. PE was one of 3 industrial efficiency programs in the nation to be recognized in this once every 5 
years compendium of best practices.  


 



http://www.bizjournals.com/portland/news/2013/06/04/why-oregons-economy-continued-its.html
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paying the public purpose charge than predicted when we budgeted, and less savings at 
customer sites under the Industrial DSM program.  


 


2014 Key Actions and Initiatives 
The core direction of the program will continue from 2013 through 2014, with the 
continuation or addition of the following activities and emphases: 


• Continue to make it easy 


o Smooth transition of new PDCs and territories: Due to re-compete in 2013, 
transition of new Custom PDC contracts and territories will be complete in early 
2014. Help support smooth transition for customers and contractors by holding 
steady on primary program offerings, strategies, base incentive levels at 
medium-large customer sites. Current program practices and offerings provide a 
high level of customer satisfaction, technical realization, low free ridership and 
low levelized costs. Staff will focus on supporting operational excellence during 
transition and maintaining or improving customer satisfaction during and after.   


o New PDC territories will be designed to provide comprehensive coverage, with 
an objective to provide equivalent levels of service to customers across all rural 
and urban areas served by Energy Trust.  


o Access to utility data with rate schedules will enable the program to identify and 
target sites eligible for gas services and incentives proactively. This will avoid 
wasting the time of Transport gas customers who are not eligible to participate 
and reduce wasted effort by PDCs and the program pursuing ineligible leads.      


• Provide custom services and support to small industries 


o The same strategies that have worked for medium to large industries can be 
employed to better serve smaller industries. Historically, Custom PDCs have 
been assigned to serve medium to large industries. Starting in 2014, the program 
will assign Custom PDCs to serve all sizes of industry within a geographic 
territory. Learning how to scale custom services to most cost-effectively serve 
smaller sites will be a key development focus of the program over the next few 
years. 


o Industries located in rural areas of the state will benefit from this change, as the 
industrial market in those areas is made up of a higher portion of small industries.  
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• Bringing Strategic Energy Management (SEM) to scale for all sizes of industries 


o Synthesize and standardize 2009-2013 innovative program offerings including 
Industrial Strategic Energy Management and other comprehensive approaches 
to O&M savings. Continue to ramp up recruitment for new participants. Provide 
ongoing, customized support to reinforce persistence and continuous 
improvement at the 70+ sites who have taken up SEM over the past 5 years.   


o Finish testing SEM for small industries and transition out of pilot: CORE Pilot 
completes in summer 2014, bringing SEM training and services to smaller 
industrial customers. Assimilate lessons learned from pilot and if cost-effective, 
create a permanent offering of SEM for motivated small industries.   


o SEM offerings’ importance to the PE program will continue to evolve and grow as 
a higher percentage of total customers complete initial SEM engagements and 
their embedded SEM infrastructure and systems become another point of 
positive customer interaction, communication and an ongoing driver of energy 
efficiency project identification. 


• Increase savings from streamlined measures 


o Custom PDCs will increase customer awareness and implementation of 
streamlined savings projects and will direct leads towards Trade Allies. 


o The program is seeing a multi-year drop off in industrial lighting savings, which 
are primarily high bay applications with custom incentives. Consider increase in 
custom lighting incentive up to the same level currently provided for custom non-
lighting measures in order to increase savings.  


• Other innovative/changing elements of the PE program offerings and 2014 plans 


o Peer to peer engagement is a core strategy that continues to develop. It is used 
successfully as the organizing principle and key driver of change in cohort-based 
offerings such as SEM and ROC. Other program activities incorporate peer to 
peer influence, and these will continue to be tuned and developed throughout 
2014, including the Champion newsletter, the annual NW Industrial Efficiency 
Summit, case studies, and the industrial EE speakers bureau, where leading 
participants are tapped to host tours and speak at conferences and meetings.  


o Targeted and more strategic marketing and outreach, based on enhanced 
access to utility data, will begin to occur within the program. Initial efforts will be 
designed to target eligible gas customers for outreach.  Additional applications 
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for the data may include the initial outreach needed to extend custom services to 
small customers.   


o Refrigerator Operator Coaching (ROC) Operator Coaching provides elements of 
SEM and other technical training to operators within targeted industry types to 
drive O&M savings. ROC is running a 3rd cohort in 2013, has very high customer 
satisfaction. Expect to run another cohort in 2014.  


o Industrial Systems Retro-commissioning is a comprehensive but flexible 
approach that addresses operational issues in complex systems. This offer 
incorporates lessons learned from and replaces previous O&M offerings such as 
the Kaizen Blitz and Enhanced Retro-commissioning.    


o Agriculture Initiative is primarily served through Trade Allies, supported by the SI 
Trade Ally PDC. Along with some specialized measures in greenhouses and 
wineries, the Ag Initiative brings irrigation efficiency to farms through streamlined 
measures and tools. Development and support of Ag Trade Allies is ongoing, as 
is coordination with regional and local Ag stakeholders.  


o New Construction Seamlessly coordinate services with New Buildings program to 
avoid lost opportunities and improve the all aspects of the energy efficiency of 
greenfield industrial sites 


 


2014 Anticipated Challenges or Risk Factors 


PDC Transition: Maintaining customer satisfaction during and after transition of PDC territories 
is a primary concern we can plan for and manage to. Energy Trust staff will be taking an active 
role in transition of customer relationships.  


Large customer funding constraints: Although 2012 spending did not trigger the limitation for 
spending on customers not paying 838 funding (> 1 aMW), we need to prepare for this being 
triggered in 2015 in PGE territory. Establish tracking system for spending on these customers 
across all programs serving them, and invest program development effort in offerings for smaller 
industries. There are ongoing questions regarding ability to commit future mega-project funds 
due to funding limitations.  


Delivery cost increase for Custom PDCs to extend services to small industries: Less savings per 
site potential will likely increase average delivery cost/kWh. We need to learn how to scale 
these services appropriately to get the most cost-effective outcomes, and will through trial and 
error over the next few years. Probably will not affect gas delivery, as more small customers are 
eligible, have greater potential, so we expect to get more gas over time from this strategy. 
Currently, PE has lowest portion of budget going to delivery compared to other Energy Trust 
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programs and is well under PUC performance for levelized cost, so increase in the short term 
should be manageable.  


Incentive increase: There will be an increase in PE incentive budget if custom lighting incentive 
change is adopted, ~ 5% across portfolio of program incentives.  


Other incentive budget risks: The incentive budget is built on assumptions of percentage of 
different sources of savings we will achieve, based on historical experience and market trends. 
Although custom capital projects have the best levelized cost due to long measure life and are 
the best value to the ratepayer, SEM savings cost significantly less in terms of incentives. As we 
try each year to dial in our annual incentive budgets, to minimize carryover, we run the risk of 
exceeding incentive budgets if there is significant, unexpected uptick in capital projects.  
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Sector: Commercial     
Lead: Oliver Kesting 
 


Sector Overview:  


Energy Trust’s Commercial Sector provides energy efficiency services and financial incentives to 


commercial, institutional and multifamily customers. Primary sector activity is accomplished 


through three Program Management, PMC, Contracts: Existing Buildings, New Buildings and 


Multifamily. In addition to PMC activity, the sector supports Training, Building Operator 


Certification, Plug-Load Efficiency, Strategic Energy Management and other efforts. 


 


 


2014 Sector Themes and Key Directions:  


The primary objective of the commercial sector is to make cost-effective investments in energy 


efficiency to meet IRP goals. This is accomplished through services and financial incentives that 


enable customers to invest in energy efficiency projects. In order to achieve the goals in 2014 and 


lay the foundation for future savings in 2015 and beyond, the commercial programs will focus 


efforts on: 


• Making it easy for customers to work with Energy Trust   


• Innovative program design 


• Targeted outreach  


• Leveraging partnerships with third-party organizations  


• Developing program and administrative efficiencies 
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2012 Recap: 


The commercial sector had a very successful year in 2012, as described in the Commercial 


Sector 2012 Trends report1. Highlights include: expanding innovative approaches to the market, 


rebidding the Existing Buildings PMC contract and transitioning to the newly selected PMC.  


• The Existing Buildings PMC contract brought in 51 percent of the sector’s electric savings 


and 65 percent of the gas accomplishment.  


• New Buildings savings accounted for 33 percent of the sector’s electric savings and 23 


percent of the gas savings. Savings from large custom projects has tailed off; however, 


Oregon has seen unprecedented growth in large enterprise, mid-tier, localized data 


centers. 


• Multifamily accounted for 9 percent of the sector’s electric savings and 4 percent of the 


gas savings. The program continued cultivating existing relationships with top property 


management agencies and integrated the assisted living market sector. 


• Commercial Strategic Energy Management Initiative, launched in late 2011, brought in 


nearly 6 million kWh and 127,000 therms in 2012. 


 


2013 Current Situation / Market Conditions: 


The economy appears to be recovering, but customers continue to be cautious about spending. 


This, and the fact that the program has already served many of the largest custom capital 


projects, is reducing savings per project. To meet increasing goals, the Sector must bring in a 


substantially higher volume of projects. In addition, changing baselines brought on by 2010 


Oregon Energy Code and 2012 Federal Lighting Standards are requiring new approaches to 


maintain savings. The sunset of BETC is now over two years old, and the State’s Energy 


Incentives Program is greatly reduced. Energy Trust is coordinating with ODOE to identify 


opportunities to leverage incentives and tax credits to increase market penetration.  


 
                                                           
1 http://energytrust.org/library/meetings/cac/CAC_Package_130619.pdf 
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Program direction and key activities, by program 
 
Existing Buildings 


The annual number of sites served is holding steady with the majority being small businesses -- 


55 percent of incentive checks are going to sites under 20,000 square feet and approximately 30 


percent to sites under 5,000 square feet. 


Lighting:  


• Overall lighting savings declined in 2012, in part because the 2011 Fall Bonus 


accelerated lighting projects to complete in 2011. 


• Lighting baseline changes due to new Federal Standards were less dramatic than 


anticipated, and the program is working with NEEA on a pilot to prepare for a 


comprehensive design-based approach to lighting upgrades.  


• LED lamp prices have been dropping, creating more retrofit opportunities and allowing for 


the introduction of more prescriptive LED incentives.  


• Existing Buildings is focusing on street light retrofits as LED street lighting prices have 


fallen and municipal customers are more comfortable with the technology. 


Operations & Maintenance:  


• Savings from O&M continue to increase as we expand our building controls offerings and 


larger customers realize the benefits of strategic energy management.  


Schools: 


• Existing Buildings supports schools enrolled in ODOE’s “Cool Schools” initiative with 


audit and technical project support. Energy Trust has also coordinated with ODOE to 


offer strategic energy management to two qualified districts. 


Other: 


• The program supports plug load efficiency through midstream incentives to distributors 


that stock higher efficiency personal computers, monitors and servers. Strategic energy 


management, Building Operator Certification, and the Lighting Design Lab are other 


initiatives supported by Existing Buildings. 
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Innovation: 


• The program is running pilots for comprehensive lighting installations and energy 


management information systems, EMIS, to help small- to-medium-sized customers 


implement operational improvements; and is delivering products to market through 


distributors using buy-down incentives. 


• Existing Building is increasing engagement with non-lighting trade allies, including 


untapped contractors such as roofing companies, to make them more aware of program 


opportunities.  


 
 
New Buildings 


The number of large buildings constructed has slowed over the last several years. Smaller 


buildings, tenant improvements and renovations are filling the gap. Industrial and multifamily are 


also seeing more enrollments as the economy picks up. 


Small Commercial: 


• New Buildings introduced Market Solutions—a streamlined small commercial offering that does 


not require energy modeling—in late 2012 to encourage owners to achieve  10-20 percent 


savings beyond code.   


Building Code: 


• The program is promoting early design assistance and tiered custom incentives to reduce the 
costs of high-performance design strategies and strengthen code adoption.  


Data Centers: 


• Data centers continue to be a source of significant savings. New Buildings launched a 


Market Solutions incentive package for data centers in 2012 with specialized services 


and tiered incentives which is getting good market traction. 


Lighting:  


• New Buildings is encouraging a comprehensive lighting design with higher incentives. 


This will be continued into 2014 since it has been successful in identifying additional 


energy savings. 
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Innovation:  


• The Path to Net Zero pilot concluded with 5 projects completed and 4 more to be 


complete by 2015. Findings have been incorporated into New Buildings in the form of 


goal setting, design strategies for net zero, increased technical support and tiered 


incentives.  


• The program launched a Solar Ready offering in 2013 to enable customers to more cost 


effectively add solar components to their buildings at a later date. New Buildings has 


been supporting the design of energy efficient modular classrooms and continues to seek 


opportunities to encourage the adoption of these facilities statewide. 


 


Existing Multifamily  


The multifamily market has historically low vacancy rates, driving more program activity in new 


construction. Due to high building occupancy, there have also been fewer major renovations and 


capital projects that require vacant units or temporary tenant displacement. 


Energy Trust has increased outreach to build customer demand for Energy Trust multifamily 


services in Pacific Power and Cascade Natural Gas territory.  


Affordable Housing: 


• Energy Trust support for the affordable housing market sector has increased over the 


past three years to over 10,000 units served through instant savings measures (ISMs) 


and incentives for capital projects.  


Custom Projects: 


• Custom Track projects are driving more savings through large retrofit projects. Direct-


installed ISMs, should reach 16,000 units in 2013.  


• Savings from weatherization and windows measures have dropped off significantly due to 


changes in state tax credits which had been a significant financial complement to Energy 


Trust incentives. 


Midstream incentives: 
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• Midstream clothes washer and refrigerator initiatives were launched to increase the 


uptake of qualified appliances installed through maintenance and replacement channels 


for multifamily housing. A hot water heater initiative will launch in July.  


Innovation: 


• Multifamily is working to overcome barriers to participation created by renter/landlord split 


incentives through a focus on water and sewer costs that are paid by the majority of 


multifamily property owners and managers. Currently the benefits of many capital 


projects accrue more to tenants than property owners. 


 
• Multifamily is running several pilots including: 


 


 Memory care/assisted living pilot to provide comprehensive lighting design that meets 


new state standards   


 MPower Oregon pilot in collaboration with Network for Affordable Oregon Housing, 


leveraging HUD grant to overcome barriers in affordable housing through light touch 


retrofit and on-bill payment.   


 


2014 Key Actions and Initiatives  


In 2014, the commercial sector will continue with strategies from 2013 and engage in the 


following efforts in order to meet savings goals: 


The sector will emphasize improvements that make it easier for customers work with Energy 


Trust and to access our programs:   


• Streamlining the application process and enhancing online tools 


• Providing simple prescriptive incentives where appropriate 


The commercial sector will continue to encourage savings through innovative approaches to 


program implementation, including: 


• Expanding strategic energy management offerings for larger customers and develop 


offerings to cost-effectively bring benefits of SEM to smaller customers.  
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• Targeting O&M incentives to optimize building systems performance for customers of all 


sizes.   


• Redesigning the custom track in multifamily to better meet customer needs and develop 


ways to better serve individual unit owners without HOAs and central managers. 


• Launching a pay-for-performance pilot to assess the market demand and feasibility of 


longer-term contracts to support capital and operational savings. 


• Developing financing opportunities where they can drive cost-effective savings. 


• Developing prescriptive incentives to support greater market adoption of new cost-


effective technologies such as LEDs. 


In 2014 the sector will continue to focus efforts on reaching a broad array of customers and to 


support customers to achieve deeper savings through outreach and targeted services such as:  


• Developing tools and services to assist customers with decision-making, and developing 


a more compelling business case for engaging in deep energy efficiency investments. 


• Expanding relationships with public sector to ensure an overarching strategy that 


addresses all retrofit, new-construction and renewables opportunities. 


• Launching targeted direct install strategies. 


The sector will continue to develop collaborative relationships by: 


• Leveraging partnerships with external organizations such as ODOE and Network for 


Affordable Oregon Housing.  


• Coordinating with cities and counties to leverage other efforts such as Multnomah 


County’s PACE financing and the City of Portland’s Sustainability Plan 


• Coordinating with NEEA, Building Codes Division and designers to provide support for 


new code development, code compliance, and to support acceptance of energy efficiency 


reach codes.  


• Focusing on incentives and offerings that support the transition to 2012 and 2014 Federal 


Lighting Standards.  
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Finally, the Sector will emphasize development of program and administrative 


efficiencies through: 


• Revising customer-facing forms and exploring online forms when appropriate.  


• Improving tools to make a more compelling financial case for energy efficiency projects 


and providing help on which projects to pursue. 


• Improving processes around project and technical review; adopting systems to better 


identify multiple retrofit opportunities; and improving lead capture for future targeted 


marketing efforts. 


 


2014 Anticipated Challenges or Risk Factors  


• Serving the needs of larger customers (>1 aMW) as we get closer to legislative 


spending limits.  


• Gas avoided cost.  


• Adjusting to post-recession market dynamics. 


• A maturing retrofit market with limited savings opportunities per project and fewer large 


custom projects. 


• Supporting more innovative approaches may be dependent on identifying new funding 


sources now that ARRA funds are not available. 


• Potential transition  to a new PMC contractor for New Buildings in late 2013. 


• HB2801’s comprehensive building analysis will require adjustments to program 


strategies. 


• CFL baseline changes in 2014 due to new Federal Standards will significantly impact 


savings from multifamily instant savings measures.  


• Completion timing on large projects including data centers, lighting, and custom 


projects. 


• Remaining potential for gas savings through rooftop tune-ups may be limited. 
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Agenda 
Conservation Advisory Council 
Wednesday, July 17, 2013 1:30 p.m. – 4:30 p.m. 
 
Address: 
421 SW Oak St., #300 
Portland, OR 97204 
 
 
 
1:30 Welcome, introductions   


 
1:40 Annual Goals, Funding Nomenclature, and Relationship to Utility IRPs (information) 


 
 
1:55 Q2 Dashboards  (information) 


Staff will present information on progress to date towards 2013 goals 
 


2:10 Draft 2014/2015 Action Plan and Budget Themes  (information) 
 
2:30 2014 Budget concepts: Residential sector  (discussion) 
 
3:00 Break 
 
3:15 2014 Budget concepts: Commercial sector  (discussion) 


 
3:45 2014 Budget concepts: Industry and Ag sector  (discussion) 
 
4:15 Public comment and future agenda items input  (discussion) 
 
4:30        Adjourn 
 
 
The next scheduled meeting of the Conservation Advisory Council will be on  
September 11, 2013 
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Draft Budget and Action Plan Development 


June - December 2013 timeline: 
• Early internal discussion and concept development 
• Budget themes preparation and sharing 
• Program concept presentations with utilities 
• 2013 year-end forecasts 
• Utility funding negotiations 


– Anticipated 2014 revenues and utility rate filings  


• Round 1 Draft Budget & Action Plan preparation 
– CAC/RAC & utility negotiations   


• Round 2 Proposed Final Budget & Action Plan completion 
– Utility and customer group outreach; OPUC public meeting 
– December Board meeting 
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 Energy Trust Role in Utility IRP Process 


  20 year Efficiency 
Supply Estimate 


Mid to Long Term 
Efficiency Strategy 


Year by Year 
Savings Scenario 


Utility IRP 
Modeling 


Energy Trust 
Goals 







2014-2015 Draft Budget/AP Themes 


Easy Access  


Targeting 


Innovation  


Improved Systems  
and Processes  


Looking ahead 
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Provide easy and accessible opportunities for 
everyone we serve; utilize contractors and 


customers to drive engagement 


Easy Access 







 


Use efficient strategies to reach customers with 
opportunities relevant to them  


 


 Targeting 







Continue pilots to test new 
program delivery 
approaches 
 
Capitalize on past year’s 
investments by bringing 
innovations to scale 


 
 


Innovation 







Develop and invest in 
internal systems and 
processes supporting 
operational and 
efficiencies, positive 
customer experience, 
and transparency and 
accountability.  
 
 


Improved Systems & Processes 







Reach out to customers and stakeholders, 
prioritizing opportunities for innovation and policy 
change supporting savings and generation goals 
 


Looking ahead 







Questions  
& Discussion 
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